Considerable research has disclosed how cognitive reappraisals and the modulation of emotional responses promote successful emotion regulation. Less research has examined how the early processing of emotion-relevant stimuli may create divergent emotional response consequences. Mindfulnessa receptive, non-evaluative form of attentionis theorized to foster emotion regulation, and the present study examined whether individual differences in mindfulness would modulate neural responses associated with the early processing of affective stimuli. Focus was on the late positive potential (LPP) of the event-related brain potential to visual stimuli varying in emotional valence and arousal. This study first found, replicating past research, that high arousal images, particularly of an unpleasant type, elicited larger LPP responses. Second, the study found that more mindful individuals showed lower LPP responses to high arousal unpleasant images, even after controlling for trait attentional control. Conversely, two traits contrasting with mindfulnessneuroticism and negative affectivitywere associated with higher LPP responses to high arousal unpleasant images. Finally, mindfulness was also associated with lower LPP responses to motivationally salient pleasant images (erotica). These findings suggest that mindfulness modulates neural responses in an early phase of affective processing, and contribute to understanding how this quality of attention may promote healthy emotional functioning.
INTRODUCTION
Emotions play a key role in decision making, readying behavioral responses, enhancing memory for salient experiences and facilitating interpersonal interactions. However, emotions, particularly negative emotions, can also foster interpersonal conflict, poor decisions and mental health problems (Gross, 2007) . Therefore, people often try to regulate their emotions, by changing the valence, intensity or duration of their responses (Rothbart and Sheese, 2007) . To date, most emotion regulation research has been devoted to the study of cognitive reappraisalschanging how we think about a situation or our capacity to manage itand the modulation of emotional responses; but increasingly researchers are examining how the ways in which people first process emotion-relevant stimuli may create divergent psychological responses. This topic is important because understanding how early attentional contact with stimuli becomes translated into cognitive, emotional and other responses can provide considerable leverage for changing the nature and time course of emotions, their associated physiological events, and long-term effects.
A key means to examine how attention to stimuli impacts later emotional responses is through the study of electrocortical activity in the brain, and scalp-recorded event-related potentials (ERPs) in particular. Affective processes are known to unfold rapidly after stimulus contact (over milliseconds), and the high temporal resolution of ERPs makes them well-suited to measuring the rapid affective and cognitive processes associated with the activation and initial regulation of emotions (Hajcak and Olvet, 2008) . In particular, a component of the ERP called the Late Positive Potential (LPP) provides a useful window onto emotion regulatory processes. The LPP is a positive deflection of the ERP in the slow wave latency range ($400-500 ms after stimulus onset) and appears most prominently in posterior and central midline scalp regions. The LPP reflects facilitated attention to emotional stimuli Schupp et al., 2000; Dennis & Hajcak, 2009) . It is larger (more positive) for emotionally salient than for neutral visual stimuli, and especially for higher intensity (more arousing) pleasant and unpleasant stimuli Schupp et al., 2000 Schupp et al., , 2003 Keil et al., 2002) . LPP amplitude has been correlated with subjective reports of arousal level , providing convergent evidence that the LPP is a neural marker for emotional arousal. In short, the LPP seems to reflect preferential processing and encoding of motivationally relevant information.
Research has also shown the LPP to be sensitive to stimulus valence, with greater modulation of this component in response to unpleasant stimuli (Carretie et al., 2001 (Carretie et al., , 2004 ; however see Weinberg and Hajcak, 2010) . This 'negativity bias' is thought to reflect rapid amygdala processing of aversive information (LeDoux, 1995) , so that attentional resources are engaged more readily for motivationally salient unpleasant stimuli than for neutral or pleasant stimuli to facilitate efficient, adaptive processing (e.g. Ito et al., 1998; Olafsson et al., 2008) .
The LPP amplitude appears to be susceptible to top-down processing influences related to the evaluation of affective stimuli (Olofsson et al., 2008) . Hajcak and colleagues have shown that the LPP elicited by unpleasant images is reduced when a more neutral interpretation of them is given (see Hajcak et al., 2010 for review) . For example, Hajcak and Nieuwenhuis (2006) found that reappraisal instructions (reinterpreting images so that they no longer elicited a negative response) resulted in a reliably reduced LPP, the degree of which was positively related to reductions in self-reported emotional intensity.
Recently, theorists have suggested that 'mindfulness' may offer an important emotion regulatory advantage (Lutz et al., 2008) , and this construct is relevant in the present context for two reasons. First, mindfulness concerns a receptive, non-evaluative form of attention marked by simple observation of what is taking place (e.g., Brown and Ryan, 2003) . Mindfulness is an exemplar of the experiential mode of conscious processing (Teasdale, 1999) that can be contrasted with the conceptually driven mode of processing wherein occurrences are habitually filtered through appraisals, evaluations and other forms of cognitive manipulation (Brown and Cordon, 2009 ). As such, mindfulness is functionally similar to reappraisal in its dampened evaluation of stimuli, and may show similar, early influences on affective stimulus processing.
Second, there is evidence that mindfulness is associated with more benign responses to affective stimuli, particularly of an unpleasant or threatening nature. For example, dispositional mindfulness has been associated with cortical and limbic markers of emotional reactivity, including less amygdala activation at rest (Way et al., 2010) and during emotional threat , as measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging. Creswell et al. (2007) also found trait mindfulness scores to be positively related both to higher activations in regions of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) during emotional threat, and a dampening of amygdala activation through this higher PFC activation in a way theorized to reflect better emotion regulation. But the study of mindful responses to affective stimuli in an early phase of attentional contact with those stimulifor which the examination of ERPs are well-suitedhas yet to be undertaken. Such study can inform our theoretical understanding of how specific modes of information processing become translated into 'downstream' emotional and other responses. Given the key role of emotion regulation in supporting mental health and other adaptive outcomes, such understanding may have important clinical relevance as well.
The present research
The present study was designed primarily to examine how dispositional mindfulness is associated with neural responses to affective stimuli in an early period of attentional engagement. Given past research showing that the LPP range of the ERP waveform is sensitive to stimulus evaluation and the downregulation of it (e.g. Foti and Hajcak, 2008) , we specifically examined whether mindfulness, as a nonevaluative form of attention, would be related to lower LPP amplitudes elicited by affective images. Our interest was specifically in highly arousing images, given research showing that the LPP is particularly responsive to them over less arousing images.
Neuroimaging research suggests that mindfulness promotes lower neural reactivity to unpleasant or threatening stimuli, providing some basis to expect that mindfulness would be associated with lower LPP amplitudes elicited by such stimuli. However, the non-evaluative quality of mindful attention may also extend to the processing of pleasant stimuli, and we examined this here. Importantly in this regard, Weinberg and Hajcak (2010) found that erotic images elicited LPPs that were larger than other pleasant images (of exciting sports) and comparable to high arousal unpleasant images. We explored whether mindfulness modulated the LPP elicited by pleasant images in general and by erotic images specifically, which carry motivational salience similar to high arousal unpleasant stimuli.
This study had several other purposes as well. We contrasted the experiential, non-evaluative form of processing inherent in mindfulness with more conceptual, evaluative forms of processing inherent in such traits as neuroticism and negative affectivity to better understand the neural bases of these divergent styles of emotion-relevant processing. The latter traits, typically highly correlated, have been shown to correlate negatively with trait mindfulness (Giluk, 2009) and are marked by negative emotional reactivity to unpleasant life events (Goldberg, 1993) and neural reactivity to negative stimuli (Canli et al., 2001) . We therefore anticipated that individuals higher in neuroticism and negative affectivity would show larger LPP amplitudes during unpleasant image viewing, in contrast to the lower LPP amplitudes anticipated of more mindful individuals.
Another contrast of interest here was that between mindfulness and attentional control. There is some debate about whether trait measures of mindfulness actually assess this subtle construct rather than simple attentiveness (Grossman, 2008) . The present study provided a first test of the correlation between measures of these constructs and controlled for the role of attentional control in tests of the predictive role of mindfulness on LPP responses.
Finally, there is indication that the LPP can be meaningfully divided into separate time windows to permit the tracking of individual responsiveness to emotional material over time . Therefore, we examined whether mindfulness and contrasting traits are differentially associated with an earlier LPP reactivity to emotional stimuli vs a later, more actively regulated stage of affective processing (e.g. Hajcak and Nieuwenhuis, 2006) .
METHODS Participants
Participants were 46 introductory psychology students at a large mid-Atlantic university who earned course credit for participation. Participants with a history of neurological or psychiatric illness (n ¼ 5) were excluded from the study. Four participants were excluded from analyses due to excessive electroencephalograph (EEG) artifact (rates higher than 70%), and three participants were excluded for procedural non-compliance. The remaining 34 participants [20 (61%) female; 1 undeclared] ranged in age from 18 to 59 years (M ¼ 21.73, s.d. ¼ 7.38). Most (46%) were Caucasian; the remainder were AfricanAmerican (9%), Hispanic/Latino(a) (6%), Asian Indian (15%), or another race/ethnicity (24%) (1 undeclared).
Measures

Mindfulness
Two well-validated scales assessed trait mindfulness. The 15-item Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS; Brown and Ryan, 2003) assessed the frequency with which an individual is openly attentive to and aware of present events and experiences using a 6-point Likert scale ('almost always' to 'almost never'). An example item is, 'I could be experiencing some emotion and not be conscious of it until some time later'. Higher scores indicate higher mindfulness (sample ¼ 0.82). The 39-item Five-Factor Mindfulness Questionnaire (FFMQ; Baer et al., 2006) assessed 'mindfulness skills' with five subscales and using a 5-point Likert scale ('never or very rarely true' to 'very often or always true'). Present interest was in the 8-item Acting with Awareness subscale; the other subscales appear to reflect skills used in mindfulness practice (Brown and Cordon, 2009 ). An example item is, 'I am easily distracted' (reversed). Higher scores indicate higher mindfulness ( ¼ 0.89).
Attention control
The 20-item Attentional Control Scale (ACS; Derryberry and Reed, 2002) measured two major trait components of attention (focusing and shifting) on a 4-point scale ('almost never' to 'always'). Higher scores indicate higher attention control ( ¼ 0.77).
Neuroticism
The 12-item neuroticism subscale of the NEO-FFI (Costa and McCrae, 1992 ) assessed dispositional anxiety, hostility, depression, impulsiveness and vulnerability on a 5-point scale ('strongly disagree' to 'strongly agree'). Higher scores indicate higher neuroticism ( ¼ 0.84) . The openness to experience and extroversion subscales were also administered, on the speculation that these traits might predict more receptive processing of affective stimuli (cf. Canli et al., 2001) .
Negative affectivity
The 20-item Positive Affectivity Negative Affectivity Schedule (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988) assessed affective arousal over the past week.
Present interest was in the 10-item negative affectivity (NA) subscale. Scores on the 7-point scale ('not at all' to 'extremely') indicate higher NA ( ¼ 0.85).
Stimulus materials and presentation
Stimuli were 150 images from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al., 2008) that varied in valence and arousal. Stimuli were selected and categorized based on their normative valence and arousal ratings (Lang et al., 2008) , and visual inspection (see Supplemental Materials). Of these, 30 images depicted pleasant, high arousal events (e.g. skydiving, erotica), 30 pleasant, low arousal (e.g. flowers, smiling people), 30 unpleasant, high arousal images (e.g. mutilations, corpses), 30 unpleasant, low arousal images (e.g. homeless people, pollution) and 30 neutral images (e.g. household objects, mushrooms). Erotic images were gender balanced. One-way analysis of variance tests indicated significant differences across stimulus categories in mean normative valence and arousal ratings (all Ps < 0.002).
The task was administered on a PC using Stim2 software (Neuroscan; El Paso, TX, USA) to control the timing, EEG synchronization, and stimulus display. Each image was displayed full screen in color on a 19 00 flat-screen LCD monitor. Participants were seated approximately 34 00 from the monitor with a vertical visual angle of 208.
Procedure
After providing informed consent and meeting inclusionary criteria (see 'Participants' section), participants completed a battery of self-report measures, including those described in the 'Measures' section above. They were then fitted with an electrode cap for EEG recording. Participants were asked to refrain from moving during the recording period. For another study, we recorded resting EEG. Participants then began the passive viewing task, in which they were asked to look at each picture displayed on the monitor for the entire presentation duration. The 150 image trials were divided into 5 equal blocks, each separated by a 30-second break. The images were presented in a pre-arranged random order for 5 s each, with a random interstimulus interval between 2 and 4 s. Prior to the display of each image, a central fixation cross appeared on the screen for 2 s. After the passive viewing task, cap removal and a computer task (not discussed here) participants were debriefed, thanked and dismissed.
Electrophysiological recording and data reduction EEG was recorded using 36 sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes mounted in a Quik Cap (Neuroscan). Electrodes positions were based on the 10-20 international system with a forehead ground and two monopolar references placed on the left and right mastoids. Continuous EEG was digitized at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz using a NuAmps Express digital amplifier (Neuroscan). Frequencies above 30 Hz were removed using an online low-pass filter. The electro-oculogram (EOG) was recorded with monopolar electrodes located below and on the outer canthus of each eye. Offline, the monopolar EOG channels were combined into bipolar channels prior to EOG artifact rejection. All EEG/EOG electrode impedances were below 10 k (most were below 5 k ). After recording, gross artifacts were removed from the continuous EEG signal based on visual inspection. Single-trial epochs for each stimulus type were extracted separately offline for a period beginning À100 ms prior to stimulus onset and continued for 1100 ms. The raw EEG epochs were baseline-corrected by subtracting the average voltage of the 100 ms windows occurring before stimulus onset. Ocular artifacts with thresholds of À75 mV and þ75 mV were automatically rejected.
Stimulus-locked ERPs were averaged in the time domain for each stimulus category. Visual inspection of the ERP waveform across electrode sites and stimulus conditions revealed that the LPP began, on average, $500 ms after stimulus onset and continued, on average, until $900 ms after onset. This signal window is generally consistent with past studies using passive picture viewing (e.g. Hajcak and Nieuwenhuis, 2006) . Previous research of this kind has found strongest LPPs at central and parietal midline sites (e.g. Cuthbert et al., 2000; Schupp et al., 2000) ; therefore analyses of the LPP used the signal values at electrodes FCz, Cz, CPz and Pz. To simplify the presentation, we highlight results found at site CPz (cf. Hajcak and Nieuwenhuis, 2006) , and briefly summarize results from the other three sites. Early and late windows of the LPP were created by splitting the full range of the LPP in half (500-700 ms, 701-900 ms) and averaging the signals within each window at each site.
RESULTS
Effects of stimulus condition and signal window on LPP amplitude
The ERP waveforms associated with high and low arousal pleasant and unpleasant stimuli and neutral stimuli at the CPz site in early and late windows of the LPP are presented in Figure 1 . A 2 (signal window) Â 5 (stimulus condition) repeated-measures mixed model using restricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML) (e.g. Bryk and Raudenbush, 1992) ), all Ps < 0.0001. The LPPs associated with the two types of high arousal stimuli also differed from each other, P ¼ 0.02. The LPPs associated with low arousal pleasant and unpleasant stimuli and neutral stimuli did not differ from each other (all Ps > 0.99). Generally consistent results were found at sites FCz, Cz and Pz. Specifically, main effects for signal window (except at Pz, P ¼ 0.16) and stimulus condition were found (Ps < 0.0001), and a nearly identical pattern of arousal level differences, except that at Cz and Pz, the two high arousal stimulus class LPPs did not differ from each other, Ps > 0.06.
These results, particularly on stimulus condition, are consistent with prior research showing that the LPP is more sensitive to intensity than to valence of emotional stimuli, and somewhat consistent with research showing larger LPP amplitudes associated with unpleasant over pleasant stimuli (the negativity bias).
Modulation of LPP amplitude by psychological traits
The trait measures of experiential (mindful) and conceptual processing were intercorrelated as expected. The MAAS and FFMQ act with awareness measures of mindfulness were highly correlated (r ¼ 0.92, P < 0.0001), as were neuroticism and NA (r ¼ 0.50, P ¼ 0.003). The MAAS and FFMQ measures correlated inversely with neuroticism (rs ¼ À 0.44, P ¼ 0.009 and À0.58, P ¼ 0.0003, respectively) and with NA (rs ¼ À0.35, P ¼ 0.05 and À0.48, P ¼ 0.005, respectively). Both MAAS and FFMQ mindfulness measures were correlated with attentional control (rs ¼ 0.60, P ¼ 0.0002 and 0.68, P ¼ 0.0001, respectively).
Because the high arousal pleasant and unpleasant stimuli elicited significantly larger LPP amplitudes at all sites than the other stimulus types, only the former two types were retained for analyses of psychological trait relations to LPP amplitude. Four types of 2 (signal window) Â 2 (stimulus condition) repeated-measures mixed models were tested, each covarying one trait: MAAS mindfulness, FFMQ awareness, NEO-FFI neuroticism and PANAS negative affectivity (NA).
The first analyses, testing the main and interactive role of MAAS mindfulness on LPP amplitude at CPz, showed, as in the previous model, main effects for both signal window [F(1, 33) ¼ 8. Table 1 shows that MAAS and FFMQ mindfulness were strongly inversely correlated with LPP amplitude at CPz (across the full 500-900 ms range) elicited by unpleasant images, while only weakly inversely correlated with the LPP associated with pleasant images. Figure 2 displays the average ERP signal at electrode site CPz elicited by high arousal pleasant and unpleasant images for participants higher and lower in MAAS mindfulness, as well as the bivariate correlations between MAAS score and average LPP evoked by these images. As is evident, those higher in mindfulness showed a dampened LPP response to unpleasant stimuli, in particular.
2
To address the dispute about whether trait measures of mindfulness differ from measures of attentiveness, we repeated the mixed model analyses just reported while controlling for the main effect of ATS attention control. 3 In both MAAS and FFMQ mindfulness-based models, the mindfulness x stimulus condition interactions remained significant at CPz (P ¼ 0.003 and P ¼ 0.0009, respectively). Similar results were found at FCz, Cz and Pz (MAAS model Ps < 0.005; FFMQ model Ps < 0.002). Attention control did not predict the LPP in these models (Ps > 0.17).
In the models covarying PANAS NA, the results were somewhat consistent with those of the mindfulness-based models, though in the opposite direction. In the CPz model covarying NA, there was These main effects were also found in the other trait models reported in this section, all Ps < 0.006.
2 Correlations between the other four FFMQ subscales and the LPP amplitude elicited by high arousal unpleasant images were weaker, ranging from r ¼ 0.06, p P ¼ 0.61 (Observe) to r ¼ -À0.42, P ¼ 0.01 (Describe) at CPz. Similar correlations were found for high arousal pleasant image-elicited LPP amplitude across sites. PANAS PA scores were uncorrelated with the LPP in both stimulus conditions across sites, Ps > 0.31, and similarly for NEO openness to experience and extroversion, Ps > 0.12. 3 Preliminary mixed model analyses showed no attention control Â signal window nor attention control Â stimulus condition interactions in predictions of the LPP (all Ps > 0.05).
no main effect of this trait on LPP amplitude (P ¼ 0.07) but there was a significant NA Â stimulus condition interaction [F(1, 93) ¼ 15.94, P < 0.0002]. Similar interaction results were found at the other three sites (Ps < 0.05). In models covarying NEO-FFI neuroticism, a main effect on LPP amplitude was found at CPz [F(1, 32) ¼ 6.11, P ¼ 0.02] and at Cz and Pz (Ps < 0.05), but not at FCz (P ¼ 0.21). No neuroticism Â stimulus condition interactions were found at any site (Ps > 0.06). Table 1 shows that NA in particular was positively correlated with the LPP amplitude at CPz elicited by unpleasant images, while less correlated with the pleasant images-elicited LPP (see Supplementary Tables S2-S4 for all trait correlations at FCz, Cz and Pz).
4
Modulation of motivational salience-relevant LPP amplitude by psychological traits To test whether the trait modulation of LPP amplitude elicited by high arousal unpleasant, but not pleasant stimuli reported here was determined by the motivational relevance of pleasant stimuli, we repeated the primary analyses in this section using only erotic image LPPs to represent high arousal pleasant stimulus responses. Except at site FCz, the condition main effect remained at all sites (Ps < 0.05). But except at site Pz, where the mindfulness Â stimulus condition interaction remained (Ps < 0.002), only main effects for mindfulness were found (Ps < 0.004). MAAS mindfulnesserotic image LPP correlations ranged across sites from À0.22, P ¼ 0.20 (Pz) to À0.35,
The mixed model results for neuroticism and NA were generally unchanged from those already reported.
DISCUSSION
Accumulating research is showing that mindfulness, and training to enhance it, is associated with adaptive behavioral, psychological and 4 Participant gender was covaried in preliminary analyses to explore relations with the LPP amplitudes, but across sites did not consistently predict LPP either as a main effect nor in interaction with LPP time window and/or stimulus condition. In mixed models including both mindfulness and NA as main effects and in interaction with condition, the MAAS and FFMQ interactions with condition remained significant across all sites (Ps < 0.04). NA Â condition was significant at CPz and Pz only (Ps < 0.05). In models including the neuroticism main effect, the mindfulness interactions were significant across sites (Ps < 0.005). Neuroticism was not a significant predictor (Ps > 0.14).
physical health outcomes . Researchers have also begun to uncover what may prove to be important neural mechanisms for these salutary outcomes of mindfulness (e.g. Davidson et al., 2003; Tang et al., 2007) . The present research examined the role of mindfulness in neural dynamics associated with the regulation of emotion, a process key to numerous adaptive outcomes (Gross and Munoz, 1995) . Specifically, we sought to disclose how dispositional mindfulness is related to neural processes associated with emotional processing that unfolds quickly after stimulus contact. Examining the LPP component of the ERP response to emotional visual stimuli, this study first replicated past research showing that highly arousing pictorial stimuli, and high arousal unpleasant stimuli in particular, elicited a larger LPP response than low arousal and neutral stimuli (Olafsson et al., 2008) . However, trait mindfulness, as measured by two different instruments, modulated the LPP response to high arousal unpleasant images, such that the LPP amplitude was lower for more mindful individuals than for those less mindful. These results held across four midline sites (FCz, Cz, CPz and Pz) and after controlling for self-reported attentional control, a construct that, while distinct from mindfulness, may be confused with it operationally (Grossman, 2008) .
Further, the modulation of the LPP to unpleasant images among more mindful individuals also extended to pleasant images carrying similar motivational salience (erotica; Weinberg and Hajcak, 2010) . This accords with the notion of mindfulness as a broadband, non-evaluative mode of attention (e.g. Brown et al., 2007) . The study also found that constructs somewhat antithetical to mindfulness, neuroticism and negative affectivity, were positively associated with LPP amplitudes elicited by high arousal unpleasant images across superior-posterior midline sites in particular.
This study contributes to efforts to characterize interindividual variability in affective ERP responses. Brain imaging research has pointed to systematic differences in affective perception linked to genetic and personality factors (e.g. Canli et al., 2001 ) but until recently individual differences in ERP variability have received less consideration (but see Hirsh and Inzlicht, 2008; Foti et al., 2010; Olvet and Hajcak, in press ). Olofsson et al. (2008) suggest that testing correlations with psychological traits (and demographic factors) are important first steps toward a theoretical characterization of affective ERP variability. The present findings contribute to our growing understanding of how psychological traits that have known implications for emotional functioning are associated with the early (<1 s) processing of affective stimuli.
The results also help to inform our theoretical understanding of how two primary forms of processing (Teasdale, 1999) experiential (exemplified by mindfulness)and conceptual (inherent in neuroticism and NA)have divergent associations with the LPP, a neural marker for an early phase of emotion regulation, in which attention is engaged by stimuli about which appraisals or evaluations are often made. These findings are the first known to us suggesting that mindfulness may temper the early response to unpleasant and other motivationally salient affective stimuli before a subsequent emotional response has opportunity to arise. This may provide insight into how mindfulness provides the emotion regulatory advantages thought to accrue from it (Lutz et al., 2008) . Conversely, the fact that neuroticism and NA predicted elevated early neural responses to unpleasant stimuli may offer clues as to why these traits present emotion regulatory difficulties (John and Gross, 2007) .
Recent neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that training in mindfulness can produce changes in the neural networks associated with attention (Tang et al., 2007) , affective processing (Lutz et al., 2008) , and emotion regulation (Goldin and Gross, 2010) . Directly relevant to the current study, Sobelowski et al. (in press) showed that experienced mindfulness trainees showed lower LPP deflections in response to unpleasant images, with no difference from controls in the LPP response to pleasant images. Yet many forms of mindfulness training are multimodal, and it has been unclear whether enhanced mindfulness per se is responsible for the functional neural responses observed. Recently, Modinos et al. (2010) showed that trait mindfulness accentuated activity in neural systems involved in cognitive reappraisal of affective stimuli, namely regions of the prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex and the amygdala (Oschner and Gross, 2005) . The present findings increase our knowledge in this area by first showing, consistent with Modinos et al. (2010) , that mindfulness itself is functionally related to a key neural marker of emotion regulation, and second, by showing that this regulatory role manifests in an early phase of affective stimulus processing. In so doing, this research offers insight into how mindfulness may operate as a top-down attentional mechanism that acts to regulate emotion by dampening the arising of emotions before they have opportunity to impact well-being (cf. Barnes et al., 2007) .
Limitations and future research
This study was designed in part to examine how preexisting differences in mindfulness translate into LPP responses, but without an experimental manipulation of mindfulness, the relations observed here could be due to some other variable(s) associated with mindfulness, rather than mindfulness itself. We showed that trait mindfulness was associated with LPP modulation after controlling for attentional control, but other variables correlated with mindfulness could be responsible for the relations observed. Research is needed to corroborate the present results using designs permitting causal inferences using, for example, brief mindfulness inductions (e.g. Arch and Craske, 2006) . Also, to help ensure that mindfulness (and other traits) do predict ERP responses, periodic checking of participants' attention to the stimuli would help to eliminate the possibility that attention is selective. Finally, behavioral measures of mindful attention will help to validate the theoretical interpretation of the LPP responses made here by revealing the functional significance of the ERP modulations observed (cf. Olofsson et al., 2008) .
CONCLUSION
This study found that individual differences in mindfulness were associated with lower deflections in the LPP component of the ERP signal at central and parietal midline regions of the cortex whose activity has been associated with attention to and appraisal of emotional stimuli. The lower deflection of the LPP among more mindful individuals was largest in response to highly arousing unpleasant stimuli, consistent with the conception of mindfulness as promoting receptivity to unpleasant or threatening stimuli (Baer, 2003) . But mindfulness was also associated with less deflection of the LPP in response to motivationally salient pleasant stimuli (erotica), suggesting that this trait facilitates non-evaluative processing of self-relevant stimuli more generally. The findings also support the search for individual differences in the neural dynamics of affective processing, and shed light on how mindfulness may support effective emotion regulation. This knowledge may inform clinical efforts to enhance affective functioning.
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